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Beta WavesBeta WavesBeta WavesBeta Waves    
Concentration-Alertness-Cognition (12-40 Hz) 

Beta waves are when you are wide awake and alert. Your mind is focused and has a 
sharpness to it. Beta will allow you to stay focused on projects or tasks better. Beta Waves 
will increase the "Peak Performance" element in your life. Beta is also used to treat Attention 
Deficit Disorders and other focusing issues... 

Beta Waves can also allow you to prepare for an exam, presentation or athletic performance. 
Also provides the ability to analyze, organize and increase concentration. Great success 
generator...  

Alpha WavesAlpha WavesAlpha WavesAlpha Waves    
Visualization-Creativity-Relaxation (6-12 Hz) 

Alpha waves allow you to get totally relaxed...Once relaxed your awareness can expand, 
which allows your creative juices to flow. You become euphoric and blissful. Alpha reduces 
stress and gives you a feeling of peacefulness...Confidence increases, while doubts decrease 
and start to vanish... 

Alpha is excellent for creativity and solving problems or challenges. Ideal for creative 
visualization of goals and objectives. Designed to relax the body to increase communication 
between the conscious and subconscious mind. 

One of the more powerful Alpha frequency is the Schuman Resonance waves, which is the 
frequency of the electromagnetic field of the earth. 
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Theta WavesTheta WavesTheta WavesTheta Waves    
 Meditation-Intuition-Memory (4-7 Hz) 

Theta is the brain state of relaxation almost at the point of sleep but not quite...At this state is 
the lucidity of being able to Remote View, Astral Project and create Out of Body Experiences.. 
Most who get to deep levels of meditation are in the Theta State. 

You will have increased awareness, sensitivity, and reception at this state.  

Theta is the state to be able to re-program, Self Hypnotize, and use your affirmations and self 
talk. It opens the doorway to your subconscious mind in an amazing way. This is the start of 
increased intuition and the beginning of ESP skills. 

Excellent for "Guided Meditations". 

 

Delta WavesDelta WavesDelta WavesDelta Waves    
Healing- Detached Awareness-Sleep (1-4 Hz) 

The Delta State is a "sleep state", that can trigger the release of Human Growth Hormone & 
other Healing Energies... Delta Waves encourage deep restful sleep which allows the 
regenerative & healing process in an accelerated way. 

 
Delta is also the level you'll be at when you are "Lucid Dreaming". Lucid Dreaming is a skill 
that will allow you to solve problems, create new possibilities and encourage the opening of 
your abilities and sensitivity. 
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Gamma WavesGamma WavesGamma WavesGamma Waves    
 Precognition-Perception-Clarity (40 Hz+) 

Gamma brainwaves are the most rapid in frequency of all of the brain waves. Gamma Waves 
open the doorway to increased perception and the concept of pre-cognition. This is the 
"Psychic Level" of your mind. 

We all have this potential latent in us, we sometimes just need to awaken it. Many of your 
abilities will increase by using Gamma Waves as part of your training. Mind Force training is 
essentially tying together all of the Brain Waves to increase your potential through: 

Hypnosis 

Meditation 

Psychic Energy 

Law of Attraction 
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http://www.mindforcesecrets.com 
 
http://www.mindforcehypnosis.com 
 
http://www.masterthepowerofthemind.com 
 
http://www.chipower.com 
 
http://www.chipowerinnercircle.com 

 


